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Summary: The coming IPOs of tech Unicorns is starting to look shaky as Uber, Lyft and a host of other
large, still-private tech companies such as Slack and Airbnb, are likely to try to go public sooner rather
than later. These companies have grown so fat in valuation on private funding that there are
considerable questions on whether public markets will be able to sustain their valuations if and when
they go public. Just like during the dotcom boom and bust we are at the late stages of a credit cycle,
with too much money chasing too little value. The number of new start-ups has proliferated and yet, the
number of IPOs has fallen. This is because while technology has made starting a company cheaper,
becoming a successful one is now more expensive. Over the past five or so years, there’s been a massive
growth in the number of venture-capital-backed unicorns. Companies such as Uber, Lyft, Spotify, and
Dropbox can lose money hand over fist, and yet still continue to grow in valuation. Indeed, it is all part of
the new business dynamic. Low barriers to entry have also resulted in many competitors and a race to
spend as much as possible to grab market share. This recent development may be good for some of the
VCs who can use the inflated values of unicorns on their books to raise more money and charge more
management fees, but it can’t be good for economic value overall.
LS Comment: Venture capital investors are beginning to expect their investments to operate at a profit
(eventually). While many of these unicorn companies will go public or be bought, it may be at a
significant discount to their stated value at their last financing round. Whenever too much money chases
a theme…eventually someone loses.

